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WHO WE ARE?

We are AMIGO, also known as „Compuart Sistem SRL” and we’ve been around since
2004. To web development we’ve been devoted since 2009.
During these 8 great years we planned, we sketched, we brainstormed, we designed,
we redesigned, we developed and delivered. We worked hard and we achieved some
impressive results. We are a bunch of nice people easy to deal with.

WHAT WE DO?

We build beautiful, bespoke, responsive websites, tailored to every customer’s exact
needs.
We live and breathe digital and we have a great deal of expertise developing and
managing web related projects – from exquisite landing pages to corporate websites
and complex online stores by using the latest digital technologies available today.
There is no project too difficult for us to handle – at AMIGO we love a good old
challenge.
Our young and professional team, having a great creative potential, allows developing
projects to the highest level. The director, Nicolae Buhnevici, has a twelve years
experience in advertisement and web design, two of which spent in Great Britain, as a
senior designer at CIMA (Chartered Institute of Management Accountants).
Our team is composed from: 1 designer, 4 developers and a project manager.
Additionally, we collaborate with consultants and experts from this field.

More about our portfolio and working process, can be found on www.amigoweb.studio
For further enquiries please contact us on info@amigoweb.studio
We’ll take care to offer support in any desired language: Romanian, Russian or English.

WHY IS IT WORTH
WORKING WITH AMIGO?

1. We can develop websites of any complexity
CakePHP websites with MySQL database - user friendly back-end that can be easily
accessed and managed by company employees with any level of IT proficiency.

2. We are a quick and reliable team
Be it a long term or a continuous maintenance project we will accurately capture your
specifications and will resolve your requirements in a timely manner.

3. We don’t cut corners
While others choose the easy way and give lower estimates, we choose to avoid
hidden compromises and low quality work. Our development process is strictly
divised in steps and each step has its deliverables. We work using the best world wide
practices therefore we build websites a bit longer but definitively better. The process is
clearly presented on https://amigoweb.studio/process

4. We’ll take care of mobile and responsive versions
Technically any website can be accessed from a mobile phone. However, not all of
them have been built with mobile technology in mind. We have the expertise to create
mobile versions or design responsive websites from scratch. We dont just squeeze
websites to fit small screens, we rethink the usability and user experience from the
begining.

5. We know how Search Engine Optimization works
A good website doesn’t need a lot of funds to get promoted. We know how search
engines work and analysing existing or upcoming projects we can make them fully
SEO ready.

6. We have working experience with NGOs ...
... and also we have implemented projects for International organizations and/or
national agencies implementing externally funded projects. Please check https://
amigoweb.studio/portfolios#NGO

More about our portfolio and working process, can be found on www.amigoweb.studio
For further enquiries please contact us on info@amigoweb.studio
We’ll take care to offer support in any desired language: Romanian, Russian or English.

